FAN-SHAPED THUMBWHEEL OPERATORS

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This operation must be performed before installing the glass units in their respective openings. Follow the instructions for either left side or right side, as required.

STEP 1

LEFT SIDE L AND RIGHT SIDE R STICKERS SHOULD BE FACING OUT

LEFT

LEFT AND RIGHT SIDES WHEN VIEWED FROM THE OPERABLE SIDE OF THE ROOM

LEFT SIDE OPERABLE SIDE

LEFT

LOUVERS IN OPEN POSITION

RIGHT

RIGHT SIDE OPERABLE SIDE

RIGHT SIDE OPERABLE SIDE

STEP 2

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS
Install setting block under the metal plates glued to each unit. Make sure they are sufficiently rigid to secure the glass panels into their permanent position. The units must be level, plumb, square and in plane. Install the glass stops, which should have been notched at predetermined locations according to approved shop drawings, to accommodate thumbwheel operator.